“Bayonne Joe” Zicarelli, Irving Davidson, and Israel

By Jonathan Marshall

“Bayonne Joe” Zicarelli’s international circle of business contacts and political allies extended far beyond the Caribbean. In particular, he teamed up with adventurers, criminals, lobbyists, and intelligence agents involved in creating and defending the state of Israel. Their unorthodox tactics were reminiscent of the China Lobby’s. Both groups were dedicated to saving a small and beleaguered nation by any means necessary. Like the China Lobby, this pro-Israel network illustrates the deep political nexus between organized crime, corruption, and intelligence.

In the early 1950s, according to the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, Zicarelli was “alleged to have been involved in the traffic of arms and munitions sold to the government of Israel.” Probably not coincidentally, the gangster was also a business partner of two leading Jewish bootleggers, Abner “Longie” Zwillman and Schenley CEO Lewis Rosenstiel.1 More than a few prominent Jewish gangsters, including Meyer Lansky, Zwillman, “Bugsy” Siegel, and Mickey Cohen, supported the Jewish underground with money and logistics help in the late 1940s.2

Zicarelli’s partner in the sale of arms and stolen securities, Steven Irwin Schwartz, had been a prominent gunrunner to Jewish armies in Palestine. Schwartz was an officer in ABCO, a New Jersey cigarette vending company controlled by Zicarelli and New York Mafia underboss Carmine Galante. “Since 1946,” the FBN report noted, “Schwartz has been engaged in the traffic of arms, a good portion of which have been obtained from Communist Bloc nations and shipped first to Israel and later to Cuba.”3

Associated with Schwartz in those ventures were Irving “Swifty” Schindler and TWA flight engineer Adolf Schwimmer. The Brooklyn-born Schwartz and the Florida-based Schindler were both pilots who joined the Jewish underground to fight for a new homeland in British-controlled Palestine. Under Schwimmer’s leadership, they smuggled surplus military airplanes to Palestine to build the first Jewish air force. Schwartz recruited pilots from supporters of the right-wing terrorist group, the Irgun, headed by Menachem Begin. Schindler, Schwartz, and Schwimmer were all found guilty of violating the Neutrality Act but were given light fines, thanks to warming US relations with Israel. Schindler became head of Israel’s new Air Transport Command. Schwimmer founded Israel Aircraft Industries, whose Washington lobbyist for several years was the extraordinary Irving Davidson.4

A leading fundraiser for this group’s smuggling efforts in 1948 was Abraham Feinberg, a New York–based manufacturer of hosiery and president of Americans for Haganah, Inc.5 As
noted in chapter 3, his timely delivery of $100,000 in campaign cash to Louis Johnson helped finance President Truman’s come-from-behind campaign in 1948. A source deemed reliable by the FBI said that the Israeli government turned to Feinberg to put political pressure on the Justice Department to “squash” the indictments against Schwimmer and other Neutrality Act defendants. The Israeli government indicated that Feinberg was also prepared to intervene with Louis Johnson on behalf of the indicted gunrunners.\textsuperscript{6}

The FBI also observed that Feinberg was in contact with no fewer than four senior members of the Israeli military and foreign intelligence services, including the founder of Mossad.\textsuperscript{7} No less significant, Feinberg was a leading financial patron of Ernst David Bergmann, the father of Israel’s atomic bomb. Under supervision of Defense Minister Shimon Peres, Feinberg and other wealthy diaspora Jews raised millions of dollars to fund Israel’s secret nuclear bomb plant at Dimona. At the same time, he wielded political clout in the United States to derail attempts by the Kennedy administration to inspect the Dimona reactor. Under President Johnson, Feinberg enjoyed remarkable influence over the administration’s Middle East policy—reportedly in return for delivering hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash to the White House.\textsuperscript{8}

Through his connections with Israel, Feinberg became head of American Bank and Trust, a subsidiary of the Swiss-Israel Trade Bank. The latter bank, based in Geneva, was headed by Mossad agent Yehuda Assia, an Iraqi Jew who lived through World War II in Thailand. There he befriended General Phao Sriyanonda (chapter 3) while dealing in bulk sales of gold. In 1957, the infamous “Mr. Opium”—reputed to be “one of the richest men in the world”—moved to Geneva, where he shared an apartment with Assia and doubtless banked with him as well.\textsuperscript{9} Assia’s Swiss-Israel Trade Bank also oversaw the collection of foreign funds to finance Israel’s bomb program. (As discussed in chapter 5, its successor in that task, the International Credit Bank of Geneva, employed Lansky’s financial adviser John Pullman to solicit deposits from North American racketeers.)

We will also see in chapter 5 that one of Assia’s close American friends, and account holders, was the extraordinary Irving Davidson. When he wasn’t working for Caribbean dictators, Teamster president Jimmy Hoffa, or Louisiana mobster Carlos Marcello, Davidson was lobbying for Israel Military Industries, maker of the Uzi submachine gun, and for Schwimmer’s Israel Aircraft Industries.\textsuperscript{10} (The FBI reported that Hoffa’s support for Israel is what brought him together with Davidson.)\textsuperscript{11} In 1957, Davidson brokered Nicaragua’s purchase of seventy-three Israeli Staghound armored cars, followed the next year by Nicaragua’s sale of thirty Staghounds to the Batista regime in Cuba.\textsuperscript{12} In 1960, he advised Vice President Nixon’s campaign manager that “Israeli Military Intelligence” hoped Nixon would become President.\textsuperscript{13} Davidson remained in close touch with senior Israeli intelligence officials for years afterward.\textsuperscript{14}

Meanwhile, in parallel with Davidson, Zicarelli and Schwartz were also selling weapons to Caribbean dictatorships. “During early 1958, Zicarelli and Schwartz accompanied Galante to Cuba,” the FBN report stated. “It was reported that they were engaged in the sales of arms to the Batista and Castro forces, the Dominican Republic, as well as the sale of worthless or stolen Canadian securities.”\textsuperscript{15} And as we saw above, while Davidson served the Somoza family,
Zicarelli acted as one of Trujillo’s unofficial political agents. Davidson later became a Washington agent for Trujillo’s successor, Balaguer.

Davidson’s connections to Nicaragua and Zicarelli’s connections to the Dominican Republic may both be related to their connections with Israel. Somoza was an indispensable (if well-compensated) supporter of the Jewish underground in 1948, and his regime was one of the first to recognize the new state of Israel.16 The Dominican Republic followed soon thereafter. Trujillo, despotic though he was, won the profound gratitude of many Jews for his decision to allow hundreds of European Jewish refugees to settle in the Dominican Republic in 1940, saving them from the Holocaust. (Ironically, one of Trujillo’s motives was to “whiten the Dominican race.”)17 The American rabbi Baruch Rabinowitz, who raised money for the Irgun from Mickey Cohen and Frank Sinatra, among others, also convinced Trujillo to grant false passports to help members of the Jewish underground leave British detention camps in Eritrea; Trujillo’s beneficiaries included future Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, Justice Minister Shmuel Tamir, and Finance Minister Ya’acov Meridor.18 Until his death, Trujillo went out of his way to support Israel, knowing that would improve his image with influential American Jews.19

Although we cannot reliably connect all of these dots, they are clearly too significant to ignore. The political, business, and even criminal ties between Israel, the Somoza dictatorship, and the Trujillo regime were strong, as were the ties between their allies in Washington, D.C., including Irving Davidson, Jimmy Hoffa, and Rep. Abraham Multer (chapter 5). We should not read into these facts a dark Israeli (much less Jewish) conspiracy, but they do reveal the outlines of a deep political network worthy of further study.
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